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                 Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements                Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements

                The tune is like a ski run and the soloist and rhythm section can enjoy that run many different ways , many  times. The Rhythm Section : Bass, Drums and Chord  instrument (usually piano)  What to listen for  In a typical modern jazz performance we can narrow our focus to two general areas: The soloist and the rhythm section.   The solo and soloist  The jazz solo is one of the defining things of jazz itself. The most common method of  playing a jazz tune involves the whole band stating the melody (The “head ”) followed by each  member of the ensemble taking a turn soloing over the basic ha rmony and structure of tune. In  most modern jazz , only one musician solos at a time. The other musicians will either “ lay out ”  (wait for their turn) or play a supporting role. Each soloist gets a chance to explore the tune’s  harmonic structure, or “changes ” (as in chord changes) and play over those changes. Each and  every time the jazz musician plays that tune his or her solo is a totally new trip through the changes. It is somewhat like a downhill skier skiing down the same run. Every time the skier can take the run any way they feel like. They could go really fast and crazy one time and curvy and beautiful the next. Their own mood and ideas will decide what happens.   When listening to a solo we see if we enjoy that artist’s trip  through that song and try t o appreciate their creativity and skill at  maneuvering through the changes. This is also why a lot of musicians all know and play a lot of the same tunes. These “standard” tunes provide a universal repertoire that jazz musicians can get together and play e ven if they have never met. The  musicians and the audience can both appreciate a performer’s abilities and ideas even more when they hear how an artist deals with a familiar set of changes.  Even when the tune is an original tune, a reasonably  experienced l istener can tell when the planned part of a jazz tune  goes into the improvised solo sections.  A major part of a jazz musician’s identity is defined by their solos. After just a littl e  experience listening to some of the major figures in jazz you will probably be able to recognize several specific players upon hearing just a few notes. Their solo style and timbre (tone) will give them away very quickly.  The rhythm section  The rhythm section of a jazz band  consists of the drummer, the bass player and a chord playing instrument -usually piano or  guitar. These players will get their individual chance in the solo spotlight too, but they also get to support the other players during their im provisations.  Rhythm section members all have a  specific role to play, but within that framework they have a tremendous amount of freedom as to exactly what they play. If there are horn players or singers in the band, the rhythm section will provide suppor t and interact with the  soloist. A good rhythm section player won’t just lay down the basic chords and beat; he or she will react to and interact with the soloist in a supportive and inspirational way. A good rhythm section player will always be listening to the soloist and trying to make them sound better. Rhythm section jobs  • The Piano (or guitar and other chord players) -The piano/guitar supplies the  chord s that accompany the melody of the song. This is usually done in an  improvised manner. The chord pla yer will “feed” the soloist rhythmic, melodic  and chordal ideas and also react to the soloist’s ideas.  How the chords and  ideas are played is totally up to the player; as long as they fit the general progression of the tune and support the soloist in thei r adventure.  • The Bass - The bass player might be the most important member of the group. It  is the bass player that provides a steady pulse for the others to play against and, also provides the foundation for the chords being played.   It is common in jazz for the bass player to play an “upright” bass; or “string  bass”. This is the big wooden bass that you would see in an orchestra or “rockabilly” band. When the electric bass appeared in the 1950s some people adopted them and today’s modern, electric jazz mu sicians use electric basses but  the classic jazz sound comes from the upright bass.   A common trait of jazz from around the 1930s through the 1960s is the “ walking  bass ”. A walking bass line plays a note on each and every beat of a tune while  spelling out the basic chord that is called for at that time in the tune. This steady “bum, bum, bum, bum” provides a solid beat for the other musicians and gives a solid foundation for the other to embellish on. Somebody needs to provide a  solid foundation to react against. Otherwise, the music becomes random chaos!  (Of course, sometimes that’s what the artists want!)  • The Drummer - The drummer also locks in with the bass player to provide a solid  beat but also provides spontaneou s, syncopated accents and “kicks” that prod the music along. 
 Usually the drummer will provide solid time by playing a steady pattern on one of the cymbals. This is usually the “ride” cymbal (since the rhythm “rides” along on that cymbal. The hi -hat cymbal s will usually be closed on every off beat (the  2nd and 4 th beats of a 4 beat rhythm). This also helps provide a steady rhythm.  The bass drum and the other hand will add little punches and kicks. This is just about opposite of what a rock drummer would pla y. Rock drum patterns usually  rely on the bass drum and snare drum to provide the steady pattern and the cymbals add the punches.   
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